"Once you've seen it, you'll never forget it. Once you've owned it, you'll never want to change."
By
Marty Rendon

As a kid, I was captivated by the Edsel when it was introduced. I still have my original 1958 AMT
Edsel model car. But now I have the real thing in my garage. It just took a few years!
I never had owned an antique car until I saw a turquoise 1959 Edsel Ranger four-door sedan on
a used car lot in Dumfries, Virginia back in 2002. I am no mechanic and had no idea what I was getting
into, but I just loved the car and jumped into the hobby. With guidance from some Edsel club friends
and the growth of antique car information on the Internet, I was able to get the car restored and
running.
In 2007, I joined with members of three national Edsel clubs in Dearborn, Michigan to attend the
50th anniversary of the introduction of the Edsel. A big draw for me was the chance to meet Roy Brown,
the Chief Designer of the Edsel. He was healthy and sharp at age 90 then and lived to be 96. It was
wonderful that he lived long enough to bask in the appreciation and admiration of several generations
of Edsel-lovers. Although the car became synonymous for failure and bad marketing, it really was no
worse than other cars of the era. While love of an automobile comes down to personal taste, I agree
with Roy’s view that “it was hard to find a bad line on the car.”
After seeing so many wonderful Edsels at the Dearborn meet, I set out to get a 1958 Edsel to
join my 1959 Edsel Ranger. After some searching, in 2008 I found a 1958 Edsel Corsair four-door
hardtop in Tennessee on eBay. The car then underwent several years of restoration at Contemporary
Automotive in Beltsville, Maryland. I have kept my 1959 Edsel at my second home in Rehoboth Beach,

Delaware, so I now have an antique car in Woodbridge, Virginia and hope to get out to more events with
it.
There were two versions of the 1958 Edsel: the “small or junior series” Ranger and Pacer, based
upon a Ford chassis; and the “big or senior series” Corsair and Citation, based upon a Mercury chassis.
So my 1958 Corsair is the larger Edsel. It features the gas-loving “E-475” engine. This refers to the
torque rating. The engine is 410 cubic inches and produces 345 horsepower. And it needs all those
horses to pull its 4,230 pounds.
Although several cars at the time had pushbutton automatic transmissions, Edsel took things
further by putting the buttons at the center of the steering wheel. Along with the famous vertical
“horse collar” grille, the Teletouch transmission in the steering wheel is a frequently remembered
feature of the 1958 Edsel.
Edsel had hoped to sell 200,000 1958 models, but only managed to move 63,107. Fewer 1959
Edsels were sold, and the plug was pulled on the line in November of 1959, with only 2,846 1960 Edsels
produced. All told, 110,847 Edsels were built.
Ford spent about $250 million dollars to develop and the launch the Edsel. Despite the
economic failure, fans of the car continue to value its styling, ride, and power. Wherever I drive the car,
it is sure to spark conversations. With so many people who claim to have known someone who owned
one back in the day, you would think that car had been a major sales success!
I’m just glad that the car puts a smile on so many faces and reminds folks of the days when cars
were distinctive and memorable. You can’t miss an Edsel!

